Afferent volley patterns and the spinal release of immunoreactive substance P in the dorsal horn of the anaesthetized spinal cat.
Microprobes bearing immobilized antibodies to the C-terminus of substance P were used to measure release of this neuropeptide in the spinal cord of the anaesthetized spinal cat in response to peripheral nerve stimulation. Release of substance P was just detectable in laminae I, II with 150 stimuli (0.5 Hz, 5 min) and was near maximal with 300 stimuli. Using two periods of stimulation of 10 min separated by 15 min, greater levels of substance P were detected during the second period. Fifteen to 25 min after two periods of peripheral nerve stimulation levels of substance P detected by microprobes were still elevated above those present prior to stimulation. Stimulation with bursts of three impulses when delivering a fixed number of stimuli resulted in detection of increased levels of substance P at sites adjacent to the areas of maximal release. The results suggest that maximal release of substance P from the central terminals of primary afferent fibres occurs with relatively few impulses and at low frequencies in agreement with what is known of release from the peripheral terminals of these fibres.